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‘Simple Meditation for Busy People’ eBook Guide 

elcome to Energencia Online and your journey of personal transformation and spiritual 

development. Our eBook is a self-study guide designed to bring spiritual and personal 

courses directly to you, in the comfort of your home undertake in your own time 

It is recommended that you do not complete more than you are comfortable with, trust your instincts 

and your inner guidance to direct you as to when you should move on. It may be necessary to repeat 

or to spend more or less time on certain meditations and concepts as we all develop uniquely and 

assimilate information differently; and the outcome will be unique to each individual person. 

Most of us live a very busy and full life. With everyone and everything demanding a piece of our time, 
it is no wonder we procrastinate when it comes to meditation. When we think of meditation, we think 
of a person sitting down to practice, with legs crossed, spine erect, and hands held in a prayer-like or 
meditative pose. Yes, this is just one aspect of meditation; meditation comes in many forms and can 
be done anywhere. This guide will focus on seven ways you can make meditation a part of your life 
no matter how, hectic or frenetic it gets. 

Keep it short 

Most people think they have to meditate for a long time to get the full benefits. Not so! It is better to 
meditate, go within, for a short amount of time and to be completely focused than to spend 30 minutes 
attempting a distracted meditation.  

Keep it simple 

By keeping it simple, using the body, breath and mind awareness coupled with everyday activities; 
you can get into a state of centered peace on a very busy or potentially stressful day. 

Meditate in the morning 

Meditating in the morning is most effective as the demands of the day have not yet started yet. The 
only investment needed is time, set the alarm for 15 minutes earlier. Make mediation part of your 
routine just like brushing your teeth.  

Make it a priority 

Perhaps the reason why you have been less than consistent with your meditation practice is because 
you have given it less value than other activities you do during the day. How we spend our time is a 
reflection of what is important in our life. 
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Be mindful 

Mindfulness is a form of meditation that does not require you to formally sit down and be still. 
Mindfulness can be done anytime and anywhere. It requires you pay attention to the present moment.  
 
Practice breathing 

By being conscious of your breath and focusing on your breathing you will notice is that you will be far 
calmer and centered if you monitor your breathing noticing every inhale and every exhale. 
 
Use a mantra 

Mantras are a powerful word or set of words that you repeat aloud or silently. A good mantra to use is 
‘Om’. By repeating a mantra during your day you will feel relaxed and happy.  

Content 

1. Introduction to Meditation 

2. Mindfulness 

3. Breathing Meditation 

4. Visualisation 
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Before We Get Started… 

Let’s just take a moment to relax and to stop and smell the flowers, any flower will do. 

 

 

 Sit in front of and watch the flower  

 What comes to mind?  

 Can you see the components of the flower, the sun and water? 

 It’s all there…  

 Don’t let the mind wander to anything else only the beauty and life of the flower.  

 Spend a few minutes.  

 Breathe in and smile. 

 

 

 

 

 



Quick Fix De-stress Visualisation 

Practicing visualisation is a great way to break away from the day’s activities to deal with 
stress. This quick fix de-stress visualisation will to calm and rejuvenate you within 10 minutes.  

 Sit comfortably at your workstation or in your car or yes, even in the loo! 

 Let your eyelids drop to a relaxed position or close your eyes. 

 Take deep breaths, slow breaths. You need to feel your heartbeat start to slow.  

 Focus on your breathing.  

 Temporarily erase all of those thoughts that are cluttering your mind. Keep focusing on 
your breathing until you start to feel calm and relaxed.  

 Now, picture the ocean, with its waves rolling in and breaking at the shoreline, then 
rushing up the beach over the sand, then being swept back into the sea.  

 Hold this visualisation in your mind’s eye for a few minutes as you watch the waves rush 
up onto the beach and retreat back to the ocean... 

 Now shift your focus to the waves offshore. 

 Keep seeing them reduce in size until you visualise a smooth surface of water.  

 Picture small ripples appearing and the sun as a soothing reflection off the water.  

 Hold this visual. Feel the sense of quiet and calm.  

 Once you feel relaxed, bring yourself back to focus on your breathing. Breathe a few 
slow, deep breaths, exhaling just as slowly.  

 

Introduction  

Behind all creation is silence.  

Silence is the essential condition, the vital ingredient for all creation and all that is created. It is a 

power in its own right. The artist starts with a blank canvas - silence. The composer places it between 

and behind the notes. The very ground of your being, out of which comes all your thoughts, is silence. 

The way to silence is through meditation. When you arrive in your own silence you will know true 

freedom and real power. 

Meditation is the art of silencing the mind. When the mind is silent, concentration is increased and we 
experience inner peace in the midst of worldly turmoil. This elusive inner peace is what attracts so 
many people to meditation and is a quality everyone can benefit from. 

The wonder of meditation is that our philosophy, spiritual and or religious belief is not important. 

Meditation is about consciousness and in that the belief of the mind becomes trivial.  

Meditation is enabling and facilitative, penetrating deep into the heart of the matter to gain access to 

our soul – our inner reality; our inner wisdom.  

Mediation can and is practiced by many people of different belief systems, traditions and cultures 

Benefits 

Improved concentration   

Clarity of mind enhances thought processes and encourages creativity. It facilitates intuition and 
general productivity 
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More presence in the moment  

Meditation assists us in ‘not sweating the small stuff’; to detach from drama and to mitigate the true 
nature of the mind which tends to make mountains out of molehills. Meditation helps us detach from 
drama, enabling us to live in the present moment without calling back the past or fretting about the 
future. 

Improved health  

There have been numerous studies pointing to the health benefits of meditation. Meditation reduces 
stress levels and alleviates anxiety. Mental and emotional stress affects every cell in the body. What 
we think, what we say and how we manage our stress can either cause dis-ease or cure it 

Knowledge of Self   

Meditation enables us to have a deeper understanding of our inner self. Through meditation we can 
better follow our path being open to our life’s purpose. 

What is the point in having a hectic life and not enjoying it? 

Clearing the mind makes the rest of the day more productive and nothing beats that feeling of inner 
peace. Meditation is not about withdrawing from the world and your reality; it is about inspiration and 
peace of mind in everything that you do. A calm mind is not just peaceful, it is focused, self-directing 
and divine. 
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Life changing, upbeat, positive, and easy to read! Approach life, relationships and emotional issues 

with positivity and optimism. This book provides a tool kit of positive affirmations and how to use them 

enabling the reader to moving closer to their own healing power within. 

Read a Preview 

Gaia’s Garden – Herbology eBook Guide 

Botanical medicine provides a complete system of healing and disease prevention. Using plants to 

heal is an ideal way to co-operate with our own innate healing power. 

 Every culture throughout the world has used plants as the basis for its medicine 

 Until about 50 years ago, nearly all the entries in pharmacopoeias indicated a herbal origin  

 A remedy can be close as your kitchen and as far as your garden 
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